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`The Derwent and Hope Valleys
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry

For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on
passing your test

IAM Membership
Associate

Observer

Rachael Doyle M/C
Elizabeth Kiss M/C
Rob Taylor M/C
Richard Holden M/C

Bill Storey
Ian Michaels
Rob Jones
Ian Wildgoose and Keith Seaton

Welcome to the group
New Full Member
Bernard Akers M/C

Associates
John Sperring M/C
Welcome Back

Paul Windsor M/C

SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2021
These are due before 31 December and you will note that we have again kept it at
incredible value for money at £10.00!!
Please remember to fill in the subs form as well, as this does help me with the
records. Those of you who joined after Sept 1 do not need to renew.
Ann
(Address on back cover)

Articles for Newsletter.
In the absence of training and meetings, I am having something of a struggle to fill the
newsletter, so thanks for contributions from Bill, Richard Amott and Geoff Salt who have
already contributed and I would be delighted to receive more contributions, whether articles or
amusements. Last date for articles is usually 7th of month before distribution, 14th for shorter
info. Thanks, Kate
Thanks

Rachel Doyle
receiving her
certificate from
Bill who was her
Observer

Craig Holmes (right)
being presented
with his certificate
from his Observer
Andy Statham.

Rob Jones being
presented with his
Observer Certificate
by Bill

Chairman’s Ramblings
Well we are coming to the end of 2020 and it is time
for the last newsletter of the year and what an
unprecedented and inconceivable year it has been.
This time last year no one in their wildest dreams
could ever have imagined what lay ahead and the
impact it would have on all our lives.
I send my congratulations to those associates who
have passed their advanced test over the last two
months and thank their dedicated observers. It was interesting to hear that Rachael
Doyle will be putting her advanced riding skills into practice next year riding around
Siberia and Mongolia and I wish her well with this trip.
I welcome the new associates to the group and am sure that, when Covid restrictions
allow, under the guidance of our qualified observers they will find preparing for the
advanced test both an enjoyable and rewarding experience.
Unfortunately we are saying goodbye to Ian Wildgoose who is moving to pastures new
in Cumbria. Ian has been a member for many years and is a national observer for both
car and bike. Over the years Ian has guided many associates to test success and has
been a very active and valuable member who will be sorely missed. I am sure that Ian
will equally be missed by the Bakewell band. Our loss will certainly be a large gain for
the Carlisle and Cumbrian Group of IAM. I know Ian‟s move has had a few setbacks
along the way and now that it has finally come together Ian is on his way. I wish Ian all
the best for his future in the North.
We are also saying a sort of farewell to Bernard and Sheila Hiorns who have both been
members for very many years now. Bernard who is a nonagenarian and Sheila have
now given up driving and have sadly decided not to renew their membership. I hope
they will still stay in touch and I wish them many more happy years together in
Bakewell.
I was sorry to hear that Bill Storey had a slight health scare recently however I am
pleased to report that Bill is fine and even more pleased that Bill has heeded the
warning and taking life a bit easier than hitherto. Take care of yourself Bill.
Usually I am mentioning previous and forthcoming meetings etc at this point but
unfortunately due to the pandemic restrictions there is nothing to report. The situation
remains on hold with such meetings not allowed and unfortunately observed bike rides
have also had to be put on hold again. The main thing, of course, is that we all abide
by the rules and guidance and stay safe.
Subscription renewal forms were included with the last newsletter and also with this
one. The inclusion of a form does not imply that you have not already renewed. I
would remind anyone who has not renewed their subscription yet that they are due by
31 December. It is particularly important that observers have renewed by this date
otherwise they will not be covered by the group insurance policy. Also do not let this be
your last newsletter!

In these difficult times I hope that you all have a Happy Christmas and stay Safe and
Healthy in 2021.
As always I wish you safe motoring
Kevin J Knight Group Chairman

Developing safer driving habits for life
Tips from IAM RoadSmart
Our driving habits start being set from the moment we venture out alone after
passing our driving test, try to retain the good ones that your instructor instilled. It‟s
said it takes 17 repetitions of something to make it a habit, so whether you‟ve just
passed your test or know someone who has, here are some tips from Richard
Gladman, IAM RoadSmart‟s Head of Driving and Riding Standards, to help you
develop safer driving habits for life. These tips could also help save you some
money on things such as insurance, wear and tear of the car and building your No
Claims discount.
1.Safe speed
One of the best pieces of advice I was ever given about driving was „have the
confidence to drive slowly‟. It‟s easy to get carried away speeding or feeling like you
need to speed, especially if you are in rush, but the last thing you want is to be
involved in collisions or accumulating unnecessary points on your licence. It‟s
important to keep an eye on your speedometer and always look out for speed limit
signs, as they can change based on your surroundings. Staying at a slow, steady
speed when driving around built up areas, where there are pedestrians around is
important, this aids in anticipation and helps you react to situations better.
2.Smooth Acceleration
Different cars have different temperaments when it comes to accelerating, but
generally being easy on the right foot does the trick, business-like when required but
always smooth This tip is beneficial as it will ease pressure on your speed when
approaching pedestrian crossings, traffic build-up and traffic lights. And as a bonus,
you will save on fuel.
3.Gentle braking
It‟s always good to rein in bad braking habits from the start, you don‟t want to be
giving yourself or your passengers a scare by braking suddenly and harshly.
Instead, try to plan and give yourself time to change your speed. If you know you are
approaching your destination, built up areas, crossings etc., lower your speed and
gently cover your brake pedal with your foot until you need to stop.
4.Keep your distance
Were you ever told by your instructor to always keep your distance? This was to
ensure you have some space to react to what the car in front of you is doing, in case
they decide to emergency or harshly brake. Remember only a fool breaks the two
second rule, and this is an absolute minimum.

5.Comfortable cornering
It can be tough mastering corners and the last thing you want is to get into collision
with another car when turning or going around a corner, especially if it has a blind
spot - quite common on country lanes. Slowing down before approaching a corner
helps you avoid unwanted situations and hazards and can also enable you to take
the corner accurately without panicking or emergency braking.
6.Phone Distraction
Our phones are used for everything these days and many find it hard to navigate
without them, but they are such a big distraction when driving. Ideally your phone
should be put away out of sight and on silent make the glovebox your phone box
when you drive. If calls need to be made, you should park up and switch the engine
off before doing so.
7.Stay focused
Often, we can encounter road works,
collisions and other obstacles along
our journey and on routes we know
well. So, it‟s important to stay alert
and level-headed when these
situations occur. Often, we also
travel with passengers, where we
can easily be distracted. When in
these situations, it is very important
to let your passengers know politely
that they will have to keep the noise
down or behave appropriately for
you to keep your focus throughout
the journey.
8. Review your journey
Once you have completed your journey, it can be good to review and reflect. Like
you would have done with your instructor.
Richard said: “Even now - a good few years into a driving career - I still hear the
voice of various instructors and mentors offering advice. When I hear that voice in
my head, I know to press the reset button and revert to what I was taught. This can
help you anticipate situations and analyse your driving, pushing you to investigate
improving the way you use the road and give you the added patience.”
A version of these tips first appeared on the Marmalade website:
https://www.wearemarmalade.co.uk/bla

Winter Sun.
The winter months throw all sorts of weather our way. From
Snow, rain, fog and bright sunshine, we still have to look
through our car windows or visors.
The inside of the windows, especially the windscreen can
become dirty simply through the day to day build up of
grime, much of which is a grey film caused by the plastic in
the heater / dashboard breaking down and being blown onto
the screen. To remove this, use a good glass cleaner and
soft cloth. Make sure there are no streaks as the next time
the sun hits the screen you will not be able to see.
Carry a good cloth or leather for wiping the inside of the
screen/ visor in emergencies. Do not use your hand as it will leave greasy smears
on the glass. Clearing condensation is best done with the air conditioning in the car
as this is dry air. If you don‟t have air- con, set the blowers to warm and directed up
onto the screen. Simple, I know, but you would be surprised how many cars I get in
and the driver does not know how to operate the demisters etc. Ensure the side
vents are open, even slightly, to blow onto the door windows. This keeps the side
glass clear for those all important turns.
The outside of the glass / visor should also be kept clean. When the salt is spread
on the roads, the black grime it causes soon obscures the glass and lights,
especially at the back. A quick wipe with a sponge and water soon clears that, but
carry some rags with you in case they need a wipe part way through a journey.
Check your screen wash, to make sure there is enough in and it has washer fluid in
to prevent it freezing. Keep the screen clear as best you can. Again using the
sponge and water give it a quick wash, or use the rags to remove any smears the
wipers do not remove. I carry an old spray bottle with a strong mix of washer fluid in,
in the car, to prevent it freezing. I can then use this to clear the screen should my
car washer bottle freeze.
If your windscreen has a deep layer of snow, or is covered in ice, make sure you
clear it BEFORE using your wipers. If the blades are frozen to the screen, or the
weight of the snow is so great then the wipers will not move and the fuse could blow
due to the overload. Always switch the wipers off and let them return to the „parked‟
position when you park. This prevents them starting as you switch on the ignition
and causing a problem if frozen. Check that your blades are working correctly and
replace any that are worn.
In fog, use the intermittent wipe and washers occasionally to clear the build up of
moisture from the screen. It helps you to see where you‟re going!
Now to the sun! At this time of year the sun never gets very high in the sky and
becomes a hazard when very low. This is the time to wear sun glasses and use the
sun visor more. I wear a baseball cap when these conditions arise as I then have a
peak to shade my eyes in whichever direction I turn my head. The low sun is made

worse by dirty smeared glass. Plan ahead and look which direction the sun is
shining. Get the sun visor down before you face the sun to avoid being dazzled.
Remember that if the sun is behind you, it is in the eyes of those coming the other
way. It is very easy to miss something when blinded by the sun, so take extra care
that you do not miss any other road user, and make sure others have seen you
before you commit yourself to a manoeuvre. Motorcyclists are used to people saying
„sorry mate I didn‟t see you‟. It usually follows a painful experience!
So in brief – keep the glass visor clean. Learn how to use the demisters effectively,
know where the rear screen heater button is, top up the washer fluid and avoid
being dazzled.
Bill Storey

SHAVE / TRIM / CUT?
The issue if cutting corners and junctions is often raised The question is, can
drivers/riders cut corners if nothing is coming the other way?
Our previous Staff Examiner, Chris Tatlow said he did not like the word cut, but
preferred Trim or Shave. In other words take a straighter line through bends but
only WHEN SAFE TO DO SO.
For example – on the road from
Oakerthorpe to Wessington, A615,
there are several bends but you can
see through from top to bottom (or
bottom to top). There are no junctions
or entrances where other vehicles can
emerge onto the road. If there are no
other vehicles coming towards you, and
there is no chance of someone
overtaking you, then it is perfectly
acceptable to straighten the bends out
and take a straighter line through the
bends.
If there is any likelihood of traffic coming
the other way or onto the road, then
stay on your side.
The same goes for roundabouts. If
there is no one else on the roundabout
and we were going straight ahead, why
would we stay rigidly in a lane, when we
could straighten it out a little. Again, as
long as no one else is effected, this is
acceptable.

The same applies to entering junctions when doing a right turn. If you can see well
into the junction and along the road you are turning into, and there is no one else
around, why do a 90 degree turn when you could encroach onto the other
carriageway a little and make the turn less severe.
For example, when leaving the A615 Wessington to Tansley road onto Lickpenny
Lane. There is a perfectly good view into Lickpenny Lane. If there is no other vehicle
coming along Lickpenny Lane towards the junction, it is acceptable to straighten the
turn out to make it smoother.
At the other end of Lickpenny Lane there is a staggered junction with a Give Way. If
we were to go straight ahead, crossing the main road, we can see into the opposite
junction and rather than doing a sharp left then an immediate sharp right turn, like a
zigzag, if there is nothing else
about, straighten both turns to
make it an S rather than a Z. It is
smoother, and to an advanced
standard.
It may not always be possible to
do this, but you should consider it,
assess the risks, and if safe then it
is acceptable to shave or trim
bends, islands and junctions to
smooth the drive. This is part of
being an Advanced motorist.
As Chris said – A CUT IS FINAL,
BUT A TRIM CAN BE PUT
RIGHT.
If anyone wishes to discuss this with me, or needs to clarify these points, please do
not hesitate to contact me.
Bill Storey
I just found out they won't be making 12 inch rulers any longer.
I've been sacked from my job as a theatre designer.
I left without making a scene.
I started my Puncture Repair business from a small flat.
The Glue Salesman I knew years ago has come to a sticky end!
You may not believe this but I ran the marathon and was in the lead and just
coming to the finish line and someone threw an Apple core at me - I got pip ped at
the post

New Training Modules for Learner Drivers
Learners will be taught how to drive in the dark and while distracted under plans to
reduce the number of accidents involving young motorists.
A format for driving lessons modelled on the training given to pilots to help them
cope with flying in adverse conditions is to be tested by the Government.
A „logbook‟ in which learners document their driving in different conditions and
locations may also be introduced.
Learner drivers will be given lessons in the dark before taking their test in bid to
slash number of accidents. Format will be similar to pilot training to better prepare
for adverse conditions
The logbook would need to include evidence of a learner having driven in rain and
on rural as well as inner-city roads in order to pass, transport minister Baroness
Charlotte Vere said.
The overhaul is designed to reduce
the number of serious accidents
involving young and novice drivers.
While drivers aged 25 and under
make up around 7 per cent of
licence holders they cause 16 per
cent of serious and fatal crashes.
Baroness Vere said the new
curriculum to teach learners how to
deal with a range of road and
weather conditions was due to
begin trials in January.
She told the Transport Committee: „What will happen is that there will be various
modules – one driving in adverse conditions, one driving after dark, one at high
speed [and] one of distracted driving.
While drivers aged 25 and under make up around 7 per cent of licence holders they
cause 16 per cent of serious and fatal crashes so new training format is a bid to
reduce that number. 'It should be a very organised and well-evidenced way of going
through the entire undertaking of learning to drive, and it must focus on the areas
people find most difficult.‟
However, Baroness Vere said plans to bring in graduated driving licences had been
scrapped. Such rules would have placed restrictions on new drivers for a period
after they pass their test – for example banning them driving with passengers in the
car. She said ministers had rejected these proposals partly because of the impact
they could have on young people‟s job prospects.

Don't even TOUCH your mobile at the wheel:
New tougher law will see drivers fined £200 and given six points if they use
their phone for any reason... but you can access its SatNav if it's
hands-free
Drivers face a total ban on touching their mobile phones at the wheel.
Under existing law they can be prosecuted
only if they use hand-held devices to call or
text. But from early next year this will extend
to touching phones for any reason – such as
to take pictures, browse the internet or scroll
through a music playlist.
Motorists will still be able to use their devices
as a satnav, but only if hands-free – in other
words, using voice commands.
Mobile payments at drive-through restaurants will also be allowed. Hands-free video
calls and streaming videos are already banned.
Offenders will be hit with six points and a £200 fine.
'The closing of this loophole is very welcome and reflects the multitude of ways
drivers can use hand-held phones,' said Nicholas Lyes of the RAC.
'Use of hand-held mobile phones at the wheel continues to represent a very real
road safety risk, so it's clear more needs to be done to make this as socially
unacceptable as drink-driving.
'It's important that alongside this change to the law, the Government looks seriously
at other options that can help enforce the law, which should include new camera
technology that can detect different types of hand-held mobile phone use at the
wheel.'
A man was sitting working at his computer when there was a knock at his front door.The
caller said “I have just been made redundant but I don‟t want to go to the job centre, so I
am knocking on peoples doors to see if they want any jobs done.
Homeowner said “Well yes I have been wanting to paint the porch round the back, but I
never seem to have the time for it, if you would like to do that for me? I can‟t come
round and show you because I am busy on the computuer, but if you go and open the
back door, you will find a tin of paint and a brush. Then when you have done, come
back round and knock on the front door again and I will have a look at what you have
done and if I am happy with it I will pay you.
A few hours later there was a knock on the fron door again, and the caller said “I have

painted your Porshe, but why did you want your car painting? It looked
immacullate in it‟s original colour!”

Motorists not happy about changes to the Highway
Code that have been proposed by the Department for
Transport.
The update looks set to include new rules designed to improve road safety for
cyclists, pedestrians and horse riders with a revolutionary 'Hierarchy of Road Users'
concept.
However, a survey by one road safety
charity has found that although the
bulk of drivers polled backed the
hierachy idea, they also believe the
rules will increase conflict between
different road users.
The proposed change would see
motorists, who are likely to do the
most harm, have the biggest
responsibility to reduce road danger,
starting with drivers of large vehicles,
followed by those behind the wheel of cars and taxis, particularly around junctions.
Highway Code update: Changes being made to the guidelines will see 'increase in
conflict between road users', a safety charity has warned
IAM RoadSmart surveyed 3,600 car drivers and motorcycle riders and found that 71
per cent believe the new proposals will cause more issues between factions of road
users, such as the often spiky relationship between cyclists and car drivers,
especially in cities.
Of those polled by the independent safety organisation, which does advanced driver
and rider training, more than half (57 per cent) said it will cause significant issues.
Yet, when asked about the new Code‟s most controversial suggestions - to establish
a hierarchy of road users – the majority (56 per cent) did agree that this is the right
way forward. In contrast, 26 per cent were against and almost one in five (19 per
cent) are still to be convinced either way.
The consultation period, which began on 28 July, closed on 27 October. However,
there has yet to be an announcement about whether changes will become part of
the guidelines for road users.
On the new Code‟s most controversial suggestions - to establish a hierarchy of road
users – the majority (56 per cent) agree that this is the right way forward, but 26 per
cent are against and almost one in five (19 per cent) are still to be convinced either
way.
The update looks set to include a new revolutionary 'Hierarchy of Road Users'
concept

The hierarchy doesn't just include vehicle users; it also means that cyclists and
horse riders will have a responsibility to pedestrians if there are no cars nearby.
It means drivers could potentially be issued with fines if they cut across riders when
turning into a junction or changing lanes.
The DfT says the hierarchy system does not give priority to pedestrians, cyclists and
horse riders in every situation, but ensures a 'mutually respectful' and 'considerate
culture'.
IAM RoadSmart says the new Code doesn‟t suggest
any obligation on cyclists to use cycle lanes or
tracks when they are present, and a resounding 80
per cent of poll respondents believe this is a
mistake.
However, some of the proposed changes were met
with widespread support, with 63 per cent of those
surveyed agreeing with the new advice that when
riding a bike on busy roads, when vehicles are
moving faster than them, cyclists should move over
and allow traffic to overtake them.
There is also strong support for every proposal that
contains clear guidelines on passing distances, with
78 per cent in favour of the one and a half-metre
gap between cyclist and vehicle travelling below
30mph, with a two-metre gap when above 30mph.
And 90 per cent agree with the new Code‟s advice
that drivers and motorcyclists should give horse
riders at least two metres‟ space and pass at speeds
under 15 mph.
Neil Greig, policy and research director at IAM RoadSmart, said that whatever
changes are made, law makers must prioritise education, as motorists who don't
adhere to the updated guidelines could, in theory, face unlimited fines for careless
driving 'Regardless of what changes are introduced, it is clear there will be a need
for a huge education campaign to ensure any amendments to the Highway Code
are understood and fully adopted by the millions of existing UK drivers, motorcyclists
and road users,' he said.
'The simple truth is that most of us don‟t read the Highway Code unless we drive or
ride professionally, or are about to take a test.
'The Department for Transport needs to be realistic about the impact simply
changing a seldom read document will have on the behaviour and safety of road
users.'

DVLA launches online log book replacement service
to cut waiting times for a car's V5C document from six weeks to five days as it
struggles under postal demand in lockdown
The Driver and Vehicle Licencing Agency has launched a new online system that
should help to speed up second-hand cars sales and reduce waiting times for
motorists.
It has launched a replacement V5C log book service that will allow owners to get a
new document for their car or motorcycle within five days - a process which currently
can take up to six weeks.
The DVLA said it receives around half a million requests for replacement log books
due to loss or damage every year, with most owners only usually noticing they can't
find the document when they want to sell the vehicle.
No more log book log jams: The DVLA
has made the process of applying for a
replacement car V5C log book by setting
up an online service that cuts waiting
times from 6 weeks to 5 days
Previously, the only way to receive a
replacement log book was via post - a
service which will continue to be
available to those who choose not to use
the online form.
The new online service is the latest effort to ease this burden and cut waiting times
for motorists.
Like many businesses, the DVLA is operating under Covid-19 restrictions with fewer
bodies in its Swansea headquarters as staff continue to work from home.
As a result it has struggled to cope under the strain of thousands of postal requests
for log books on top of millions of driving licence renewals received in the post from
the start of lockdown.
From early October, instead of vehicle owners needing to post a V62 request form
to the DVLA - along with a cheque for £25 - and waiting up to a month and a half for
the replacement V5C document to arrive, the new online option slashes that wait
time significantly.
The £25 cost remains the same but is easier to pay online with card details rather
than motorists having to hunt for little-used chequebooks or buy a postal order.
The new document will then arrive at the car owner's address within five working
days.
The online service will be most valuable to car owners who have misplaced the log
book at a time when they need it most - when they want to sell or trade-in their
vehicle.

Most car and motorcycle owners only notice they have lost their V5C document
when it comes time to sell or trade the vehicle in, meaning they previously would
have had to wait 6 weeks to complete a
transaction
Since June, the DVLA has also allowed
drivers to change the address on their log
book electronically if they move home.
Before, motorists would have no other option
but to fill in sections of their V5C document,
post it and receive a fresh copy of the form a process that takes weeks.
It means drivers in Britain can now apply for a number of DLVA services online
rather than having to go through the rigmarole of postal requests.
This includes for the renewal or replacement of a driving licence, a change of
address on a driving licence, taxing a vehicle or declaring it as off the road (SORN),
informing the DVLA a car has been sold and to keep or assign a private
(personalised) registration.

Say No to Gasoline

Government encouraging use of Electric Bikes to
reduce pollution and CO2 emissions
The cost of electric bikes are set
to be slashed in a bid to give
commuters a 'sweat free' way to
get to work and presumably for
leisure also.
Ministers are planning to boost
the use of e-bikes with a
taxpayer-funded scheme
targeting 'people who need to
ride in business clothes without
breaking a sweat.'
E-bikes are fitted with an electric
motor to boost your own pedal power, allowing you to cover long distances with less
effort than a conventional bike
Transport minister Chris Heaton-Harris suggested the subsidies will be unveiled
next spring
Sales of electric bikes and e-scooters have more than tripled since last year as
commuters shun pubic transport amid the coronavirus pandemic.
Ministers hope the programme will help those who are less fit or older, who might be
daunted by regular bikes, to get back in the saddle.
They could be given up to a third off the £600 - £3,000 cost of a new machine to
entice them to take more exercise or leave the car at home.
This comes after Boris Johnson unveiled plans for a third off e-bikes, bicycles on the
NHS and free servicing as part of a £2billion anti-obesity drive in July.
Speaking at the time, the Prime Minister said drivers must understand they will
be 'sharing the roads' as measures costing £2 billion are taken to promote cycling
and walking.
Mr Heaton-Harris said the government was 'developing a national programme of
support to boost e-bike uptake to the levels seen in many other countries'.
An e-bike is a regular bike with gears and breaks, and the addition of a batterypowered motor.
E-bikes can be charged from the mains using a conventional three-pin socket.
Recharging takes a few hours, depending on the size of the battery
Sales of electric bikes and e-scooters have more than tripled since last year as
commuters shun public transport for fear of catching coronavirus

What are the different types of electric bike?
Just like mechanical models, there are different types of e-bike depending on your
specific needs. These are:
Classic: The most popular type of e-bike for everyday use. Ideal for surfaces like
tarmac and smooth bridal ways.
Hybrid: These are highly versatile and can be used on irregular and rugged terrain
as well as regular roads.
Mountain: Mountain e-bikes have thicker tyres and suspension at the front and back,
allowing you to cross over the roughest terrain.
Folding: These can be easily folded for
storage and travel and are great for busy
commuters, camping holidays and people
with limited space at home.
When you pedal, the motor kicks in to
inject extra power up to a maximum speed
of 15mph - the legal limit. Any faster than
that and you'll have to go under your own
steam.
Electric bikes have a display panel on the handlebar that the rider can use to control
the motor.
If motorists in England switched from cars to e-bikes for every journey where this
was feasible the amount of CO2 emissions from cars could be slashed by 50%,
according to research by the University of Leeds. This is equivalent to about 30
million tonnes per year.
E-bikes can be charged from the mains using a conventional three-pin socket.
Recharging takes a few hours, depending on the size of the battery.
In the UK, e-bikes can be ridden by anyone aged 14 and over and they do not
require a licence. You do not have to pay road tax and insurance is not compulsory.
According to marketing analyst Mintel, around 100,000 e-bikes were sold in the UK
in 2019, up from an estimated 73,000 in 2018 – an increase of over 40% year-onyear.
As of February 2020, 17% of cyclists intended to purchase an e-bike in the next 12
months, up from 14% in January 2019. Overall, 45% of current cyclists say they
would be interested in test-riding an e-bike, while 32% of 'potential cyclists' are also
interested in trying one out.
So coping with hoards of e-cyclists my well be another skill that IAM members will
need
.

Autonomous pothole-repairing robots
Scientists are building
autonomous repair robots
that will use AI to identify
and fix potholes in UK
roads. The electric, selfdriving bots – which are
being built by a spin-out
company from the
University of Liverpool
called Robotiz3d – can find
small cracks in the road and
cover them with asphalt.
Researchers say the
machines, which look like a
cross between a tank and a road roller, will transform road maintenance when they
hit the roads in 2021, and finally offer a cost effective fix for the UK's pothole
problem.
Currently, no autonomous technology solutions exist to tackle potholes, which are
estimated to have cost UK taxpayers more than £1 billion to fix over the last
decade.

HOW DO POTHOLES FORM?
Road surfaces will deteriorate because of two main factors – traffic and
weather. The greater number (and weight) of vehicles using a road, the faster the
road surface wears out.
Over time, this flexibility diminishes and the surface essentially snaps – by cracking
and crazing. This deterioration is exacerbated by both hot and cold weather
extremes. The most damaging impact comes from sub-zero temperatures.If water
can penetrate even the smallest of cracks in a road surface, a pothole will appear as
it turns to ice and expands.
Source: Department for Transport
While potholes can be a very costly inconvenience for drivers, they can be fatal for
cyclists and motorcyclists.
Poor road surfaces contributed to 517 accidents in 2018 – including eight fatalities
and 348 serious injuries – the Department of Transport reported last year.
'Current methods to detect and repair potholes are labour intensive and as such are
slow, unsafe, and costly to the economy and environment,' said Dr Sebastiano
Fichera, technical director of Robotiz3d.

'The new technology we are developing will make road maintenance tasks faster,
cheaper, and cleaner and ultimately make roads safer and more accessible.'
The robot will be built with a continuous track – a system of wheels within with a
circle of heavy duty rubber, much like a tank. It will autonomously patrol UK roads
without the need for road closures and will be able to detect defects such as cracks
and potholes, characterise their geometry, collect measurements and capture
images.
All this data, along with the hole's location, will then be sent it to local authorities,
who can decide whether to send a team of repair personnel, depending on its size
and severity. For smaller cracks, the vehicle will be able to emit quick drying asphalt
as a quick fix before they get bigger and become fully-fledged potholes. A mini road
roller at the back of the robot flattens the sealing material as the robot drives over
the site of the defect.
The cost of repairing all of the UK's roads that are currently damaged, meanwhile,
is estimated to exceed £10 billion. The system's AI capabilities can also predict road
conditions, facilitating the advancement 'from reactive to preventative road
maintenance'.
'If a pothole is detected, our vehicle will stop, flag its presence, and complete the
repair within a few minutes,' Dr Fichera said.
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Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
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Second Sunday in month10.00am
McDonald‟s 43 Bakewell Road Matlock DE4 3AU car park - area to the right
Third Sunday in month 10.00am

Indoor
(Winter Programme October-April Summer Programme May-Sept)
Duke William. 91 Church Street Matlock DE4 3BZ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
https://matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk/
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